Abstract: The basic ingredients and techniques for the e1astoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures are surveyed and studied in an attempt to understand their significance and applications.
Introduction
The expanding use of pin-jointed spatial structures in many projects all over the world has been greatly helped by the ease of obtaining a linear elastic analysis for this type of structure using the direct stiffness method.
On the other hand, the problem of analysing these structures in the elastoplastic range is far from being settled. This is mainly due to the difficulty of predicting the behaviour of their members subsequent to plastic buckling, the lack of knowledge regarding the ways in which this softening behaviour can be effectively modelled and the unavailability of established techniques of elastoplastic analysis that can take into account any such models.
It has been widely noted that many pin-jointed spatial structures are capable of sustaining the load they are carrying or even take increased loads subsequent to the plastic failure of some of their constituent members. Therefore, a knowledge of the structural response in the elastoplastic range is essential if this additional load-carrying potential of these structures is to be utilised in the design and production of more efficient structures.
Ingredients of the elastoplastic analysis
The two fundamental ingredients of any structural 209 analysis process are statics and kinematics, the two being linked together through constitutive relations. Under the assumptions of small displacement theory, the kinematics can be derived totally from the compatibility conditions and are exclusively based on geometrical considerations. The statics, on the other hand, can be totally derived from the equilibrium equations and are exclusively based on geometrical considerations. The constitutive relations are based on the constitution of the structural material and offer a link between the static variables (stress resultants) and the kinematic variables (strain resultants) .
Statics and kinematics
A skeletal structure, when interpreted as a directed graph, can be idealised as an assemblage of elements or members properly oriented and schematically reduced to their axes. The statics and kinematics of this structure can be presented in two basic ways: the mesh description and the nodal description.
In the mesh description, the statics and kinematics of the structure are based upon the incidence of its members in independent cycles or meshes. For the nodal description, it is the nodal connectivity of the members of the structure that will determine the presentation of the statics and kinematics.
The statics and kinematics of a pin-jointed spatial structure can be presented as follows in the alternative mesh and nodal descriptions:
Mesh description Q~O~[ATA~ [~~] l.l-[:J q Nodal description where P represent the member forces, d the axial member deformations and A the independent load sets.
In the mesh description, R are the indeterminate or hyperstatic forces and V represent the dual discontinuities at releases corresponding to R. In the nodal description, q are the hyperkinematic displacements and Q are the dual constraint forces at these displacements. 8, 8 0 , A and A, are the mesh and nodal description matrices representing the equilibrium and compatibility relations. Both the mesh and nodal descriptions are presented in much more detail elsewhere. 1,2
Idealising the 'constitutive relations'
niques, however, suffer from two basic weaknesses: they employ constitutive relations based on stress resultants and strain resultants rather than stresses and strains and they concentrate the plastic effects in limited regions of the member. This tends to suppress the effects of the spread of plasticity inside the member from initial yield until collapse and possibly local unloading from playing their role in affecting the results of the analysis. On the other hand, simplicity and ease of application are the clear advantages of these techniques.
2. Incremental finite element methods. These techniques treat the member as a plane frame composed of an assembly of beam-column elements. They obtain the constitutive relation by carrying out incremental analyses on this plane frame subjected to external loads and/or imposed displacements. The works of Smith et al.' and Madi and Smith" are examples of techniques in this category. The ability to account for varying end constraints, spread of plasticity and unloading are clear advantages of these techniques. The relatively large computational effort required is an obvious drawback.
Kinematics
[:] P = [8:8 0 ] Statics
Constitutive relations
The constitutive relations express the material relationship between the strain resultants and the corresponding stress resultants. In the case of pinjointed structures, this problem is simplified by the fact that members have only one strain resultant (axial deformation) and one stress resultant (axial force). Developing a constitutive relationship for the member involves the development of a full axial load-axial deflection response curve before and after failure.
The techniques which meet this requirement fall into two categories:
1. Numerical solutions of the beam-column equilibrium equations using elastoplastic momentthrust-curvature relationships computed or assumed for the appropriate section geometry. In other words, the stress distribution at some sections along the member and/or the deflected shape of the member is to be obtained by solving the resulting equilibrium equations. The work of Jezek," Paris," Supple and Collins" and Smith and Madi 6 are examples of techniques in this category. These techThe aim is to produce a constitutive relationship for members loaded axially. This involves the derivation of such a relationship as well as idealising it in an easy to apply form (most conveniently a piecewise linearised form). Various such idealisations have been suggested by several researchers in this field. There seems to be no agreement on the 'most appropriate' idealisation to be used and it appears that a large number of model tests on space structures is still necessary to investigate their behaviour in the postelastic phase. Thereafter, more importance is to be given to the idealisation which gives predictive analysis results and is not too demanding in terms of analysis cost.
In general, the following idea about idealising the constitutive relationship can be developed: 9 1. For the member under a tensile force, the behaviour is really identical to that of a specimen under a direct tension test, with the resulting wellknown linear elastic perfectly plastic stress-strain diagram of mild steel. Therefore, it can be assumed that a reasonable idealisation of the behaviour of the member in tension can be given by a linear elastic line followed by a perfectly plastic line at the yield load of the member.
2. For the member under a compressive force, the behaviour can be idealised in three phases: a. The stable phase. This phase starts with the loading of the member and ends when the load reaches the critical buckling load of the member. Apart from very slender members with large initial imperfections, which are rarely if ever encountered in real structures, it seems that the whole of this phase could be idealised by a single straight line from zero load to the buckling load. The slope of this line is not affected by the member end condition or the initial imperfection and is equal to the slope of the behaviour of the same member in tension. The other parameter required to fully describe this phase, namely its limit point (the buckling point), is contrastingly very sensitive to the member end condition and initial imperfection. The selection of this point in the idealised constitutive relationship is therefore subject to many factors that can be accounted for only by extensive testing and the use of statistical and probabilistic techniques. b. The softening phase. This phase starts with the buckling of the member and ends with the member retaining a residual load of relatively fixed value with further deformation. This phase is characterised by instability or loss of the member force with further deformation and it can be idealised by one or more straight segments of negative slope. In other words it can be piecewise linearised. The slope of the line or lines describing this phase is affected by the slenderness ratio of the member, its initial imperfection and end conditions. In real structures this stiffness depends on the method of 211 joining the member to other members in the structure, on the stiffness and geometry of members sharing the end joints of the member under consideration and on their state of loading. In other words, the slope or slopes of this softening phase is not solely a function of the member properties but of the complete structure in which the member is embedded. c. The plastic phase, This phase begins at the end of the softening phase and is characterised by an almost constant axial residual force in the member, creating an end plateau in the idealised constitutive relationship. The value of this residual force is affected by the member slenderness ratio as well as its end conditions. The initial imperfection seems to have negligible effect, if any, on the value of this residual force.
The different ways in which the constitutive relations can be idealised after their determination has marked effects on the results of the subsequent analysis. In general," it can be stated that idealising the softening phase by a single straight line predicts the general pattern of structural response and its main features. Idealising this phase by more than one straight line adds to the accuracy and cost of analysis.
Constitutive relations in mathematical form
Adopting a single straight line segment for the softening phase results in the idealised constitutive relationship shown in Fig. 1 .
In tension, the member is to behave in a linear elastic manner up to a load of p;a (the tensile limit load of the member). Subsequent plastic deformations d;a are to occur at a constant axial force P:". In compression, the member is also to behave in a linear elastic manner up to a load of P:" (the buckling load of the member). Subsequent plastic deformations are to be divided into two components: a component~;a which will cause the axial load to decrease at a constant rate of H, and is limited by a value of~;{', and a second component~:;which is to occur at a constant axial force of (P:" -Ha~;{'), and which takes zero value until~;a =~;{'.
Let P be any set of member forces, not necessarily in equilibrium, with tensile forces positive, and suppose that the positive and negative force capacities of all the members are grouped in vectors p;r and P;. At member a, the degree of the actual force P; with respect to the actual force capacities of the member can be expressed by the plastic potential parameters <I> +a, <I> -r a where which can be referred to as the yield conditions which express the conditions which any existing member forces and post-critical deformations must satisfy.
Expanding for all the members
In short <1>. = NTp-P.+ HTa; Any vector P of member forces, not necessarily in equilibrium, can be represented geometrically as a point in an M-dimensional space (M is the number of members), the M-coordinate directions of which indicate the amplitude of the force in the members. The feasible domain of P is bounded by the 2-M yield conditions. For a member a to be in a critical or post-critical state, the vector P must touch the limit of its feasible domain along the a-coordinate direction:
Once this has happened, it becomes possible for the post-critical deformations to occur. The post-critical deformation of the member a,~~can be expressed as:
and the extra conditions: ensure that member a does not have both positive and negative post-critical deformations and that this member does not have any negative plastic deformation unless~:a =~:~. These conditions can be termed Complementarity Conditions. Collecting these relations for all the members of the structure: which indicates the normality between the limit force potentials and the post-critical deformation. It should also be remembered that the total axial deflection is composed of an elastic part and a postcritical part:
and for all the members:
To summarise, the constitutive relations can be presented as:
where This relation can be termed the Flow Rule, and or in short:
and
For any member a, Pall~:::::: 0 which corresponds to parity. For the whole structure this takes the form: Four basic formulations for elastoplastic analysis can be formulated from the combination of the mesh and nodal descriptions of statics and kinematics with the flexibility and stiffness forms of the constitutive relations. Pin-jointed spatial structures, in general, have a large number of members and joints. This makes the process of formulating the necessary structural matrices by hand or semi-automatic techniques a very tedious and laborious task which is highly susceptible to human errors. Obviously this would result in giving the nodal description which is more amenable to full automation, a clear advantage over the mesh description for use in any structural discretisation prior to the analysis of this type of structure. This should not, however, deter the application of the mesh description in cases where it is advantageous to use it, either in terms of ease of presentation or computation expedience.
For member a, and since all the terms are nonnegative, the various possibilities of post-critical behaviour are:
1. Mesh flexibility formulation
Using the elastoplastic constitutive relations in flexibility form with the mesh description, the following relations can be formulated: This formulation is termed the mesh flexibility formulation. The first (a) equations represent the compatibility relations of the structure where a is its indeterminacy number. The next (2M) equations are the yield conditions which express the fact that the force of any member is limited by two values one in tension and another in compression where M is the number of members in the structure. The last M equations express the fact that (~;) for any member must be less than or equal to (~;d. The remaining conditions establish the non-negativity of the variables~:,~;, a;-;, and Y. and the complementarity of~:, a; with y. and a.-pwith a;-;, (i.e. from each pair of variables (~;~,~;:) only one of these two variables may be non-zero at any time). A solution of these equations must satisfy equilibrium, compatibility and the constitutive relations and is, as such, a solution of the elastoplastic structural analysis problem. The holonomic (reversible) nature of these equations must be borne in mind, since they assume the ability of the member to unload along the same loading path. In other words, they assume a nonlinear elastic constitutive relation. To be able to carry out the analysis with the assumptions of the more realistic, non-holonomic behaviour in which elastic unloading is assumed requires some modifications to the presented system of equations.
Mesh stiffness formulation
This formulation can be obtained by combining the mesh description with the stiffness form of the constitutive relations. The resulting system of equations can be presented as:
It is worth noting that a comparison between the flexibility formulation and the mesh stiffness formulation shows that the stiffness formulation has more variables and more equations than the flexibility formulation. This clearly indicates an obvious benefit for the mesh flexibility formulation over the mesh stiffness formulation for use in the analysis of structures.
Nodal stiffness formulation
As shown before, the alternative way of describing the statics and kinematics of the structure to the mesh description is the nodal description. Combining this nodal description with the stiffness form of the constitutive relations results in the following system of equations for the holonomic elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures which is termed the nodal stiffness formulation:
The first (/3) equations represent the equilibrium equations of the structure where /3 is its kinematic indeterminacy number. The next (2M) equations represent the yield conditions. The last (M) equations express the fact that, for any member, a; must be smaller than or equal to the a;L of that member. The remaining relations establish, as before, the non-negativity of the shown variables as well as the complementarity relations.
Nodal flexibility formulation
In a similar way to the three previously presented formulations, the nodal flexibilityformulation can be obtained by a combination of the nodal description with the flexibility form of the constitutive relations. The resulting system of equations can be presented as: A comparison between the nodal stiffness formulation and the nodal flexibility formulation shows that the flexibility formulation has more variables and more equations than the stiffness formulation. This is a clear indication that it is easier to carry out the analysis of structures using the nodal stiffness formulation rather than the nodal flexibility formulation.
Having developed the four basic formulations for the elastoplasic analysis, it is worth noting that the mesh flexibility formulation and the nodal stiffness formulation emerged as clear winners in terms of ease of application when using the mesh and nodal descriptions, respectively. For the linear elastic analysis, the nodal stiffness formulation has for long dominated the scene. Its simplicity, ease of applica-215 tion and amenability to full automation have made the nodal stiffness formulation the standard method for the linear elastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures. In the elastoplastic analysis of this type of structure some techniques have been suggested without clear victory for any of them over its counterparts.
Techniques for elastoplastic analysis
The present techniques of elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures can be presented as follows:
1. The member replacement technique
In 1976Schmidt and Morgan 10 presented a simplified method of carrying out the elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures. Their technique was based on what they called collapse load patterns. These collapse load patterns are analogous to yield lines in slabs and other continuum structures; they merely are the patterns formed by the members in the structure that have entered their post-collapse regions of behaviour. They presented with their technique an idealised model for the constitutive relations expressing the member behaviour in compression. This idealised model is shown in Fig. 3 and it represents an assumed linear behaviour up to the tangent modulus buckling load and an assumed constant lower force in the post-critical region.
Their technique included two procedures for carrying out the analysis: a full analysis procedure and a simplified analysis procedure. In the full analysis procedure, the analysis is done in cycles of elastic analyses. In each cycle of analysis, two load cases are considered: (a) Unit applied loads (unit proportional loading system). (b) Residual or post-collapse member forces for previously collapsed members (a fraction of the critical load for the members failing in compression as shown in Fig. 3 and the full critical load for members failing in tension).
This cycle of analysis is applied on a sort of 'cut back' structure which is the original structure with the previously collapsed members removed from it. Then the applied loading is factored to produce the critical load in the next most highly loaded member(s) to fail (collapse lines to propagate). So, at the end of every solution cycle, an applied load factor to produce the next member(s) to fail is obtained, and the displacements and member forces can be taken as the sum of the displacements and member forces obtained in load case (b) and the factored displacements and member forces of load case (a). This stepwise procedure is to be repeated until the collapse lines develop into a local or global mechanism in the structure.
In the simplified analysis procedure only two points in the structure's load-deflection curve are determined. These two load levels are the limit elastic load and the load at which the collapse lines are formed, both of which are obtained using linear elastic analyses. The two load levels represent the load factors at the elastic limit and the impending failure of the structure. The first analysis involves the full elastic truss and scaling the applied loading to produce failure in the first member(s). The second analysis involves the concept of collapse lines. In many cases members at different locations will theoretically reach their critical load simultaneously. One of these locations is arbitrarily selected and the critical members at this point are presumed to collapse. These members locate the collapse lines which would be theoretical lines passing through these members. All the members on these assumed collapse lines are then removed from the structure, except the most distant member from the origin. Then the unit applied loadings and residual member forces are applied to the reduced structure. The unit applied loading is then scaled to cause collapse in the last remaining member on the collapse line. This condition is supposed to represent failure and accordingly the calculated load factor is taken to represent the load level at the failure of the structure.
A closer look at this technique throws some doubt on the usefulness of the simplified analysis procedure Usama Rustom Madi in predicting the failure load of a general type of pinjointed spatial structure subjected to a general loading system, since a prior knowledge of the location of the collapse line is required. This does not preclude the application of this simplified procedure in cases where a theoretical failure load is required for comparison purposes with an experimentally observed behaviour, or in cases where experience in the type of structure used and the loading system can predict with reasonable certainty the anticipated failure mechanism or collapse line. However, the failure load is not of prime importance in this type of structure, as what is really required is the more informative behaviour of the structure subsequent to the failure of some of its members up to and just beyond the maximum load level it can carry.
A thorough investigation into the relationship between the implied constitutive relationship in the technique and the proposed idealisation shown in Fig. 3 reveals that the two are not identical. This comes as a direct reflection of the fact that the member replacement technique does not have any facility for keeping the axial deflection of the member failing in compression constant while its load decreases from the critical load level to the residual load value as assumed by the idealised constitutive relationship. Indeed, there is no account whatsoever taken in the proposed technique of the very sharp decrease in member force subsequent to failure in compression, as assumed in the idealised constitutive relationship. This gives the failing member a very high negative incremental stiffness, which is bound to have a significant effect on the behaviour of the structure subsequent to the failure of the member. This leads to the constitutive relationship implied by the technique and the one assumed agreeing only up to the critical load level of the member and in the value of its residual load level, since the technique does not control the way in which the member behaves in between these two points. The behaviour of the member after reaching its critical load and up to the residual load level is influenced by the geometry of the structure, the loading system and the stiffness of nearby members. The technique does not attempt to impose on the member any pre-fixed behaviour pattern in between these two points.
Another weakness of the technique is that it does not account for the possibility of unloading (elastic recovery) of the members in their post-critical regions of behaviour. It has been noticed, while carrying out elastoplastic analyses on pin-joined spatial structures, that the unloading of members is quite common and that it has marked effects on the behaviour of the structure. Accordingly, failing to account for its existence is bound to decrease the accuracy and reliability of the analysis.
Having outlined the weaknesses of the technique, it must be remembered that it has the virtues of simplicity, ease of application and its ability, in general, to give good predictions of the actual structural response.
Finally, it is worth stating that the failure of the technique to impose a softening behaviour on the member is not of a detrimental nature to the reliability of the technique, since it can be noted that the behaviour of the member in this phase is not only a function of the member properties, but also of the structure in which it is embedded. Also it should be borne in mind that simplicity of operation and crudeness of representation remain the main features of this member replacement technique.
The modified stiffness technique
A natural way of following the structural response from the start of loading up to complete collapse is to view the structure as an assembly of members and to view the progressive collapse of the structure as a sequential failure of some of its constituent members. Overall collapse is to occur when sufficient members have failed and together form a valid global collapse mechanism. The behaviour in the sequential collapse phases depends basically upon the post-failure characteristics of the members. For piecewise linearised constitutive relationships of the members, the behaviour of the structure can be viewed as a sequence of linear stages, with the behaviour of the structure in every stage being dictated by the current member stiffnesses in that stage. This is the basic idea of the modified stiffness technique. In other words, the analysis process of the structure is to be carried out on a stage by stage basis with the results of every stage superimposed or added to the results of previous stages to give the structural response up to that stage, and with the appropriate current stiffness of the members taken into account in each stage. As such, a change of stage is caused by the change of stiffness of any constituent member as it enters a new phase in its idealised constitutive relationship. The idea behind the technique is simple and straightforward. It must have been influenced by the success and ease of carrying out the linear elastic analysis of structures by the nodal stiffness method, as it merely transforms the 217 elastoplastic analysis into a sum of a sequence of linear analyses. The basic form of the nodal stiffness formulation changes from:
stiffness matrix of stage i
Having outlined the basic ideas of the modified stiffness technique, it is still necessary to present a procedure for carrying out the non-holonomic elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures using this technique. Supple and Collins" proposed the following procedure while presenting a computer program they developed for this purpose:
1. Starting with the known geometry of the structure, and its member properties, a linear elastic structural analysis process is conducted.
2. The minimum load factor which causes any member(s) to become critical either in tension or in compression (yield or buckling) is calculated by linear scaling. The load factor is referred to as the multiplier of the basic proportional loading system. This value represents the first critical load factor at which linear elastic behaviour ends, and mayor may not represent the maximum load-carrying capacity of the structure. Furthermore, the stability or instability of the subsequent linear stages of behaviour depends on individual cases.
3. The stiffness of the critical member(s) is modified in accordance with their idealised, piecewise linearised constitutive relationship.
4. The stiffness sub-matrix of the member(s) changing stage is calculated using the new member(s) stiffness value and planted in the stiffness matrix to replace its old value.
5. The nodal displacements and member forces are determined for the new stiffness matrix using the original proportional loading system and boundary constraint conditions. These represent the incremental values to be added to the first solution (scaling is done subsequently). An important check is required at this juncture: the new incremental forces and displacements of the member(s) which has changed state must conform with the member constitutive relationship, i.e. a member which has reached the end of a phase in its constitutive relationship must develop an incremental force and displacement that ensure its entrance to the next consecutive phase in its constitutive relationship. For example, a member undergoing compressive buckling (compressive forces considered negative) must produce a positive force increment in agreement with the softening phase subsequent to buckling. If this is not the case, then this indicates that the sign of the applied incremental load should be reversed, as an unstable structural state with decreasing load factor is being encountered. Alternatively, this can be achieved by a negative scaling process of the same solution obtained with a positive load increment. This procedure of identifying instability in this technique is worth a closer look as it may be a source of difficulty in obtaining an elastoplastic response of the structure in cases where more than one member becomes critical simultaneously in the previous stage and their incremental deformations and forces require applied incremental loads of different signs to conform to their constitutive relationships. This seems to be a weakness of this technique as this case may quite possibly be encountered, especially when analysing highly indeterminate structures with a great number of members. A possible way of dealing with such a situation is to revert to the previous stage and apply a stricter scaling process which separates the previously reported critical members into two groups: critical members and very nearly critical members that are to become critical in subsequent stages. The success of this procedure depends on the members that remain critical identifying a unique judgement on the stability of the structure. Failing that, the only possible way to proceed any further is an arbitrary selection of which group of members is to remain critical. The other unselected group being given small decrements of deformations and forces to take its members slightly away from being critical.
6. Steps 4 and 5 are to be repeated, but a further check is required: all members which became critical in the former stages, and as such are no longer in an elastic state, must undergo displacement increments that are compatible with their newly acquired stiffnesses. In other words, any strain reversal or unloading must be accounted for. The checking procedure thus outlined gains greater significance as more failure stages are passed, since more members would be in a category requiring checking. This is an interesting feature of the modified stiffness technique in that it reveals the fact that obtaining incremental solutions requires increased computaUsama Rustom Madi tion effort as more stages are passed and may as such influence a decision on using this technique to carry out the analysis of structures where it is anticipated a large number of stages would be passed before collapse.
7. Having passed all the necessary checks, an incremental solution is considered satisfactory and accordingly its incremental values are superimposed on the values of previous stages. Steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 may be repeated continuously until a valid collapse mechanism forms or until some prescribed displacement limit is exceeded.
This shows that under the assumptions of the small displacement theorem, the modified stiffness technique is capable of providing an elastoplastic solution to the analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures, a solution which completely follows and adheres to the idealised linearised constitutive relationships of the members of the structure. Indeed, the technique can be thought of as a natural extension of the stiffness method of linear elastic analysis to elastoplastic analysis. However, this technique lacks a strong and representative mathematical formalism in which the problem of elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures can be expressed. It has the obvious advantage of simplicity, ease of application and the adaptability to include a greater number of linear phases in a piecewise linearised constitutive relationship. It also offers the possibility of accounting for some of the effect of geometry changes due to loading, by being able to base the structural matrices at the end of every stage on the deformed geometry up to that stage. This, of course, does not account for the effect of the geometry changes on the equilibrium equations themselves which is really what is required should a geometrically non-linear analysis be required. Another feature of this technique is its procedure for determining the stability of the structure at the end of every stage and the vulnerability of this procedure to cases where more than one member became critical in the previous stage. Also important is the fact that the checking for unloading procedure is not systematic and becomes increasingly demanding on computation effort as the number of members that are not in an elastic state continues to increase.
The Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm technique
The first and most influential representation of the problem of elastoplastic analysis as a parametric linear complementarity problem (PLCP) is due to Maier. II Solutions of the (PLCP) representing the elastoplastic analysis of frames were achieved independently by Maier et al. 12 and Smith. I3 Their application of the Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm in the elastoplastic analysis can be extended to pin-jointed spatial structures." The problems presented by the softening of the members subsequent to compressive buckling have been satisfactorily dealt with after employing the idealised constitutive relationship of Fig. 2 . The four basic formulations presented in Section 3 for the elastoplastic analysis of pin-jointed spatial structures can be identified as equivalent (PLCP) forms. For any of the equivalent mathematical programming formulations this PLCP is to be solved by the WolfeMarkowitz algorithm. .The necessary and sufficient conditions to be satisfied by all solutions of any parametric quadratic program (POP), commonly known as Kuhn-Tucker conditions, have the form of a PLCP. Markowitz suggested a method of obtaining a sequence of solutions to the PLCP, as the parameter is continuously varied over its feasible domain or range. Subsequently, Wolfe modified this procedure so that a simple variant of the well-known simplex algorithm for linear programming (LP) could be used. This really suggests the 'Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm' as a name for this procedure. This basic modification of Wolfe to the simplex algorithm relates to satisfying complementarity (in this case yI d~= 0 and d~T d:; = 0) by restricting entry to the basis to either the variable or its complement (in this case either (Y}, or (d:) ;, or (d~)i or (d:p);can be in the basis). This gives the procedure its alternative name: 'restricted basis linear programming'. The application of the WolfeMarkowitz algorithm to solving any of the PLCPs of elastoplastic analysis can be described as follows:
1. Pivot unrestricted variables (those without sign constraint) into the basis. These pivot operations convert the mesh flexibility matrix BTFB in the case of the mesh flexibility formulation, or the nodal stiffness matrix ATKA in the case of the nodal stiffness formulation, into identity matrices. It is worth noting that all the four basic formulations, after pivoting the unrestricted variables into the basis, produce identical equations for the remaining restricted variables.
2. The next step is to get A,the loading parameter, into the basis, thus allowing it the possibility of 219 assuming posinve non-zero values to signify the existence of some loading on the structure. This is done by taking the column associated with Ato be the first pivot column. The other necessary ingredient of the pivoting operation is the pivot row. This is to be selected from the rows related to the yield conditions. For these rows, the positive elements of the pivot column are identified and the minimum ratio between each right hand side (RHS) element and its corresponding positive pivot column element determines the pivot row. After the pivoting operation, A becomes a basic variable with a value equal to the current load.
3. Entry to the next basis is restricted to the complement of the variable that has just left the basis. With regard to the elastoplastic analysis, this procedure gives the member the possibility to enter the next phase of its idealised constitutive relationship and is analogous to the check required to determine whether the structure is in a stable or unstable state in the modified stiffness technique. This entry to the basis restriction makes the column associated with the complement of the variable that has just left the basis the next pivot column. The pivot row is to be selected by the very selection rule that has been used before, i.e. for the positive elements of the pivot column, the minimum ratio between the (RHS) element and the corresponding pivot column element determines the pivot row. The rows of the unrestricted variables need not be considered as these are never to leave the basis. The new pivoting operation brings a new variable into the basis and gets a basic variable out of the basis. This corresponds to a change in the state of one of the members of the structure. A full description of the state of the structure at the end of the cycle can be obtained from the values of the basic variables.
4. The procedure now continues by going back to 3 and picking up a new pivot column and a new pivot row. This goes on until a pre-set displacement or force limit is reached or until a collapse mechanism is detected by not finding any positive element in the pivot column.
This procedure works satisfactorily if a holonomic behaviour is assumed or if a non-holonomic is assumed but the structure produces a holonomic response. The necessary modifications of the presented procedure to account for non-holonomic behaviour include a means of identifying plastic unstressing and a way for accounting for the changes it brings to the structural response. This can be dealt with by a simple modification of the algorithm. 14 
A comparison between the three techniques
A comparison between the three techniques is necessary in outlining their basic features. The first observation about the presented techniques is that they fall into two categories: one which contains techniques employing crude procedures of analysis that do not restrict the member behaviour into a complete pre-idealised constitutive relationship, and another category of techniques that predict the structural response on the assumption of a complete adherence to piecewise linearised constitutive relationships of its members. The member replacement technique belongs to the former category while both the modified stiffness technique and the WolfeMarkowitz technique belong to the latter category.
A closer look at the member replacement technique shows that its simplified procedure yields the same results obtained by a plastic limit analysis with the residual load level considered as a limiting fully plastic load in compression, except that this simplified procedure assumes a prior knowledge of the collapse mechanism. The full analysis procedure of the member replacement technique does not restrict the member behaviour in the softening phase in comparison to a preset pattern and does not take any account of possible plastic unloading. However, the computation it requires is considerably simpler and easier than the techniques of the second category. The only way of assessing the practical usefulness of this technique is through comparison with experimentally observed behaviour of real structures, although it is felt that its crudeness is bound to affect its predictiveness to some extent.
All the techniques of the second category give identical results, provided the same idealised constitutive relationships of the members are assumed. In spite of the fact that the two techniques of this category presented here, namely the modified stiffness technique and the Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm, start with the same input data and give identical results, they differ in formulation and approach. From a theoretical point of view, the Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm gives a more mathematically formal description of the basic ingredients of the elastoplastic analysis than does the modified stiffness technique. It also provides an ideal mathematical framework for relating the basic formulation of elastoplastic analysis to variational principles.
However, from a practical point of view, the computational efficiency and expedience of the two techniques provides another basis of comparison. In Usama Rustom Madi this respect, the Wolfe-Markowitz algorithm technique offers a systematic procedure of carrying out the elastoplastic analysis with a simple way for checking for non-holonomic behaviour and accounting for it. The modified stiffness technique on the other hand offers a reliable procedure for carrying out the analysis, but this procedure can be affected by two weaknesses: the stability checks required and the increased difficulty of checking for plastic unloading as more and more members enter their postcritical phases of behaviour.
A judgement in favour of either of these techniques is to depend on the type of problem encountered and the available computation facilities.
